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The excessive ‘manipulation’ of photographs was a pervasive fear of the closing years of the twentieth century. The arrival of digital photography seemed to threaten the evidential status of photography in the eyes of both popular and academic commentators​[1]​. Cases of image manipulation were widely debated, citing both the routine use of ‘retouching’ practices, and some flagrant examples of falsified photographic evidence.  MIT’s William J Mitchell sounded this alarm in 1994:  
“The growing circulation of the new graphic currency that digital imaging technology mints is relentlessly destabilizing the old photographic orthodoxy, denaturing the established rules of graphic communication, and disrupting the familiar practices of image production and exchange. This condition demands, with increasing urgency, a fundamental critical reappraisal of the uses to which we put graphic artifacts, the values we therefore assign to them, and the ethical principles that guide our transactions with them.” ​[2]​
More extreme responses included this from a British philosopher:
“There are good reasons, however, for thinking that digital images are not really photographs. The causal process that defines photography underpins the treatment of photographs as evidence of what they depict. The possibility of precisely and systematically breaking that causal relation to the world makes digital imagery sufficiently different from traditional photography to suggest calling such a picture a 'photograph' is little short of intentional ambiguity.”​[3]​
Digital image technologies seemed to challenge the status of photos as evidence, the “causal process” that links the photograph to a moment as its visual imprint. Digital processes seemed to make it too easy to alter or improve the images, or ‘manipulate’ them.

In the end, though, photography was just too useful a tool to be abandoned in the face of such strictures. The digital has not destroyed the evidential qualities of the photographic. The popular consumption of visual images and, indeed, of digitally recorded moving images and sounds, has adapted to these new circumstances. Photographic material is now subject to a double examination of its status as evidence. When it matters (which is definitely not the case with many photos and much footage), the contemporary viewer will tend to examine images as evidence both of events and of an activity of image-creation. Images are subject to a double test of their qualities as evidence: first for what they show, and second for the activities which brought them into existence as images. How did they get those pictures? Is that a plausible angle?  Was anything set up? Was anyone exploited? These are the kinds of questions that we now ask of images that seek or are given the status of evidence. We will even ask: should the photographer have been taking photographs rather than intervening in the events? 

The transformation of image recording wrought by digital technologies has been a complex process. The easy availability of digital photographic and recording devices has been as important in this as by their revolutionary potential for image manipulation. The worried commentators of the 1990s concentrated on the malleability of photographic, and missed the democratisation of photographic processes that were also to be enabled by digital technologies. Digital technologies have provided easy and readily available ways of recording images and sound (cameras, mobile phones etc); of editing them (FinalCut and other packages); and disseminating them on the internet (YouTube, MySpace etc).  

Digital technologies have made moving image and sound recording and dissemination a mass activity in the developed world. Flowing from this process, new forms of audiovisual communication have developed, and with them, significantly, new attitudes to the audiovisual. With widespread use has come widespread scepticism. I believe that we are seeing the emergence of an increasing sophistication of attitudes towards the truth-claims of moving image and sound. These attitudes are our best defence against the activities of manipulation that were identified by the 1990s doomsayers. Since the middle of that decade, controversies about the nature of still and moving images have multiplied​[4]​. They have taken a variety of forms:
	Problems around trust in factual TV programmes. The UK saw a major controversy about fakery in documentaries, both by programme-makers and their subjects​[5]​.
	The revelation that published news photographs had, in fact, been faked. In 2004, the UK the editor of the Daily Mirror, Piers Morgan, was sacked after publishing photos, which turned out to be faked, of British soldiers abusing an Iraqi prisoner​[6]​. Competing newspapers made the most of his downfall.
	Controversies about the activities of paparazzi photographers. Paparazzi were prosecuted for their activities around the 1997 death of Princess Diana in a road accident which some deemed them to have caused​[7]​. In 2009 all photographers were forbidden by a British to the court from coming within 100 metres of the UK home of singer Amy Winehouse​[8]​ 
	Condemnation of the publication of ‘inappropriate’ photographs. The New York Daily News was widely condemned for Todd Maisel’s photo of a severed hand, index finger pointing, lying on the tarmac​[9]​, as were other papers for the picture of the so-called ‘Falling Man’.
	Controversies around the press photography of extreme circumstances. In 1994 press photographer Kevin Carter committed suicide, two months after receiving the Pulitzer prize for his photography of a Sudanese child dying of hunger as a vulture looked on. One press critic wrote: “the man adjusting his lens to take just the right frame of suffering might just as well be a predator, another vulture on the scene”​[10]​ 
	Scandals around amateur photography of extreme acts. Photos of torture and humiliation were taken at Abu Graib prison in Iraq by members of the American military, and circulated privately as trophies. Their revelation by the press provoked both outcry and prosecutions. 

At stake in all these cases are two interconnected issues: the activity of taking photographs, and the circulation of photographic material with particular ‘truth claims’ attached. Debates and scandals around the activity of photography centre on the ethics of taking photographs in particular circumstances. Sometimes the photographer is accused of acting as a bystander rather than intervening in the situation. In other cases the presence of a camera is judged, by those debating the results, to have incited the actions which are photographed. 

Problems around the truth claims of photographs centre on their nature as evidence. They tend to deduce whether any fakery has taken place from detailed examination of the photographs and footage themselves. Indeed it is relatively easy to find examples of the public disputation of photographic material as they are fuelled by a competitive press, eager to prove that rival publications have been hoodwinked. Such stories sell newspapers and promote the image of the print press as a relentless seeker after truth. Detailed evidence was produced for the two cases cited above (the 1999 documentary crisis and the 2004 Daily Mirror photos) in authoritative newspapers which interrogated details of the images. In the case of the Daily Mirror photos, it was proved that the type of vehicle in which the abuse was taking place was not part of the equipment used in Iraq. As for some of the footage in the faked documentary The Connection, it was shot in the director’s hotel room rather than a “secret location to which the crew were taken blindfold” as stated in the programme’s commentary. In the cases of other programmes caught up in the controversy, the activity of filming was interrogated for its plausibility: was it really likely that a documentary crew would have been filming a couple when the wife suddenly woke in the middle of the night; or how much pressure seemed to have been put on interviewees to perform in particular ways? 

At the heart of this development is a sceptical public, knowledgeable about the practical and ethical issues surrounding photography and film. Contemporary publics know more about the processes behind image production because they have experienced them for themselves. Just as the computer has made a routine event out of the once exclusive craft skill of high-quality word processing and document creation; the emergence of digital image technology has spread the potential for high quality moving image recording and dissemination. Hitherto rare experiences have become commonplace as a result of mass consumer digital technologies: particularly the experiences of filming, being filmed and seeing the results on a screen. Before the 1990s, such experiences were confined to the privileged few who worked within broadcasting or had the honour of appearing on TV; or within the relatively closed circuits of home filming on Super-8 film or VHS video. The division between the amateur and the professional pervaded every area of moving image production and dissemination. Now we need a new term to describe those who routinely produce such material but without the aim of being a “filmmaker”: perhaps we should talk of someone as ‘a filmer’​[11]​, just as computing talks of ‘users’, making no binary distinction between the amateur and the professional. Nowadays we are both: our skill levels may differ but it is impossible to be highly skilled in all areas: every professional is an amateur in another area.

It is necessary to use a new term like that of ‘filmer’ since mass consumer digital technologies have both brought moving image experiences to very wide publics. Filming is used for all kinds of mundane purposes, at work, in leisure and in all the areas between. All kinds of image capture devices surround us (particularly in the UK with its dense population of surveillance cameras). The occasional controversies around ‘amateur’ material posted on sites like YouTube or circulated by email demonstrate how widespread the generation of moving images and recorded sound has become​[12]​. The experiences of filming and being filmed as well as that of the distribution of the resulting material have become more casual and mundane than at any previous moment in the development of moving image culture. Every stage of the process has been made available through low-cost devices, often with surprisingly good picture quality (the sound, though, is quite another matter). Image capture goes on everywhere: in DIY stores and rock concerts, at traffic accidents and in classrooms. Image dissemination requires little more than an internet connection, and image sharing is even more simple as every camera has a digital display screen. Anyone who wants to can see what they have just shot, and show it around to others. The act of image capture and image projection can be performed using the same device, which was the case at the dawn of cinema, with the Lumiere Brothers’ first cameras.   

The fact of the flip-up digital display screen has also altered the experience of producing images for all users, both ‘amateur’ and ‘professional’. Images can be seen as they are being captured. The digital screen which has replaced the viewfinder of analogue devices will display the image as it will exist whilst it is being recorded. Analogue viewfinders always provided an approximation; and were only accessible to one individual at a time who jammed their eye to an eyepiece in order to see this approximation. The digital screen allows more than one person to see the image, allowing a more collective approach to film construction. It has also had an impact on the work of the lone (or almost lone) documentary filmmaker by altering the relationship between the filmer and the persons being filmed. As many documentary filmmakers will attest, it is much easier to engage directly with a subject when eye contact can be maintained without the camera in the way. Without the need to use a camera eyepiece, a discrete check of the digital screen is all that is needed. The new intimacy and casual nature of contemporary documentaries attests to this: what we witness is more genuinely a one-to-one encounter between filmer and subject than has hitherto been possible. This experience has changed for those with professional intentions, and, crucially, their experience is now not substantially different from that of anyone else with a digital image capture device. The experience of being filmed by both professional and non-professional filmers has altered. Filming has become a more casual process, more akin to an intimate conversation than the quasi-religious confessional endured by those interviewed by the multi-person crews needed to shoot with 16mm and one-inch video.    





The growth in all forms of photographic activity, enabled by digital technologies, seems to have reawoken long-held anxieties about photography. Photography allows all kinds of activity in relation to individuals, from the creation of memories through a constant requirement to ‘look one’s best’ to the pervasive presence of surveillance cameras. Photography has produced a heightened awareness of being watched, evidenced in phenomena as diverse as an abiding fascination with celebrities caught unawares, and the real public concern about surveillance cameras in public, business and institutional spaces. We are increasingly aware of being watched, and the fact that watching requires particular forms of performance of the self. We have learned what cameras require and how to provide it. Early TV gameshows involving ‘ordinary’ members of the public and early news ‘vox pops’ tend to show that such an awareness of the need for performance and of the necessary modalities of performance were much more rare than they are in contemporary society​[13]​. To know these skills for oneself is also to be aware of them in the behaviour of others. From this familiarity emerges the frequent perception that individuals in documentaries are ‘playing up’ for the camera, or are behaving in ways that are somehow ‘not true’ to themselves.    
  
We also know that, however good our performances may be, the camera can still catch us unawares. From the unconscious blink as the image is captured to transient grimaces frozen for ever, almost everyone has experienced the feeling of photography traducing how they might wish to appear. This feeling is as old as Kodak itself. Newer is its extension to the domain of the moving image and recorded sound. We may be able to come to terms with the strange sound of our own recorded voices compared to the sounds that resonate in our heads as we speak. But the strangeness and awkward fascination that we experience on seeing our own videoed images is far harder to dispel. Photography appears to us as a treacherous activity: it produces both good and bad images, desired and undesirable images, of ourselves. In revealing ourselves as an other, it destabilises our perceptions of our selves. Our attempts to manage this process involve forms of performance, negotiation and even pretence. Our increasing everyday encounters with photography and recording now involve far more than simply ‘saying cheese’ in a formal photographic setting. Photography, and particularly moving image recording, has developed at such a rate that different generations have contrasting attitudes and approaches to it. Where middle-aged people are still concerned with the possibility of being shamed by a TV appearance, younger generations have a more acute sense that any such appearance will be ephemeral and that any embarrassment will consequently be temporary: so why not “go for it?”.

Digital camera technologies have made the experience of being ‘the other side of the camera’ more routinely available. Kodak made the experience of being photographed commonplace; the Handycam and its successors has brought the experience of being a filmer into everyday life. So most people now know about the delicate negotiations that take place to get someone to appear on camera; how difficult it is to get them to do what you want; how uncomfortable it sometimes feels to point a camera at someone, to ask them intrusive questions, to catch them unawares. Picking up a moving image camera is a transformative experience: it catapults the individual into a role that often they feel unprepared to take up. No longer involved in the flow of events as a simple participant, the individual becomes something else as well. The camera gives the power to comment, it becomes an extra participant in the events, a focus for all kinds of hitherto submerged interpersonal dynamics. Amateur footage usually appears intensely ritualised as a result. It is easier to adopt standard roles than to work through the emotions stirred up by the presence of the camera in the hands of a family member (or an interloper). The film Capturing the Friedmans captures much of this dynamic, from the adoption of TV modes as a communal family disguise to the decision of David Friedman to document the process of the family breaking down during the trial of the father and younger brother Jesse​[14]​.

We now are familiar with both what it feels like to photograph and to be photographed. We know the processes of performance and the difficulties of adopting the position of the filmer. We know the problems and vagaries, too, of the subsequent uses of the material. Indeed, many of our anxieties relate to the subsequent uses of photos and recordings. They can easily be made ‘just for fun’, but they are a record, and a physical entity that can have a career of its own.  The evidence of this is everywhere, unavoidable. Local newspaper users in the UK have developed a curious habit of taking out display adverts for relatives’ birthdays illustrated with ‘embarrassing’ childhood pictures. Parents checking Facebook for their children’s backpacking whereabouts sometimes come across photos not intended for their eyes. Sex tapes exposed on the internet sometimes break (or indeed make) the career of a celebrity or politician. Photographs and recordings are born in an intimate moment, but grow up quickly and take on a life of their own.  

Anxieties haunt photography and recording, anxieties about the moment of making recordings and the subsequent uses to which they can be put. As recording becomes more commonplace, these anxieties have developed into a more sophisticated public attitude towards the consumption and use of recordings. The public for TV and internet moving images has become more sceptical around any material that claims to be ‘factual’, and more appreciative of the skills involved in manufacturing the modern fictional spectacle. A connoisseurship has developed, which asks ‘how did they do that?’.  In relation to fiction, this enables the extension of the fiction itself into ‘Making Of’ materials. In relation to factual footage (documentary and news), it has produced a more sceptical viewing public, to which professional filmmakers and broadcasters have adapted their practices. Many of the ethical concerns that were once the subject of abstruse debates between journalists and documentary filmmakers now have a much wider currency. A public that is aware of the processes of obtaining footage now routinely ponders the nature of the shooting relationship. They assess what each side wanted from the filming, and in the case of documentaries like Molly Dineen’s Geri (about the former Spice Girl Geri Halliwell as she reinvents her career), the film actively concerns itself with the same question​[15]​. Viewers will speculate amongst themselves about the nature of the editing and possible omissions of important material. When the issue is sufficiently important, they will scan the footage closely for tell-tale details in the background which might indicate that an alternative version of events could be constructed. All this activity is essentially the same as that undertaken by professional organisations concerned with the truthfulness of the footage: whether journalists wanting to catch out their documentarists, or broadcasters trying to assess the nature of the ‘user-generated content’ that comes their way. 

AUDIOVISUAL HEARING AND SEEING

The growing consciousness of the ethics of recording and photography is accompanied by an emerging appreciation that looking and listening is not at all simple. We know that image and reality are different things, so the old beliefs in the reality of the image are tempered by a growing understanding of what is involved in accessing and using recorded images and sounds. The current moment, with its proliferation of screens of all kinds, is the site of a growing awareness that the viewing relationship is not as simple as that of providing a window on the world or a panorama, as TV used to claim. Still less can we believe that our media are telling it like it is. In the consumption of recordings of real events, something is lost, and something is gained. We are increasingly aware that this gives our moving images a double status. They are at once imprints of the real and constructed texts or documents (as is, indeed, implied by the word ‘documentary’). 

The experience of watching these documents of the real is one of participating to some extent in three different experiences at the same time. The first is that of experiencing events directly, of being a part of what is going on. Recorded images and sounds certainly provide sense impressions that resemble those of someone actually present within an event; but equally they deprive us of other sensory data which those present would use to understand their predicament. There is no sense of smell, of touch; no awareness of the temperature and humidity of the air, of the nature of the space as crowded and confined or empty and remote. We see and we hear, but we know that these senses alone can be deceptive. As viewers of a text, we may well be able to work out some of these factors from internal evidence (beads of sweat, shivering etc), and we may even have them drawn to our attention. We cannot judge how important they may be to the way that events turn out, or to the truthfulness or otherwise of the characters. Beads of sweat on a person’s brow could indicate the stress of lying; the stress of being forced to reveal something against his or her will; or lack of air conditioning. We experience through seeing and hearing, but at the cost of losing other elements of the experience.

The viewer of recorded images and sounds also experiences the position of a bystander at events. We watch and listen, but do not participate. The events we see are of interest but do not directly involve us. We are not called upon to take any action. But unlike the bystander at an event, we could not take any action even if we wanted to. Our separation is enforced and absolute. On the other hand, the position we are given is more than that of a simple bystander. A bystander is limited to one physical position. The viewer of filmed footage is given a privileged view compared to such a bystander. Cameras reframe events, microphones pick out particular material from the overall sound, cutting recombines fragmentary views into a synthetic whole. Through the screen, we become privileged bystanders at events, the point to which they seem to be addressed and the place where they end up making sense. Our privileged position comes at a cost: we are bystanders who cannot intervene. We cannot offer help or comfort or congratulations. 
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